We present a scheme for generating a synthetic magnetic field and spin-orbit coupling via Raman coupling in highly magnetic lanthanide atoms such as dysprosium. Employing these atoms offer several advantages for realizing strongly correlated states and exotic spinor phases. The large spin and narrow optical transitions of these atoms allow the generation of synthetic magnetic fields an order of magnitude larger than those in the alkalis, but with considerable reduction of the heating rate for equal Raman coupling. The effective hamiltonian of these systems differs from that of the alkalis' by an additional nematic coupling term, which leads to a phase transition in the dressed states as detuning varies. For high-spin condensates, spin-orbit coupling leads to a spatially periodic structure, which is described in Majorana representation by a set of points moving periodically on a unit sphere. We name this a "Majorana spinor helix" in analogy to the persistent spin-1 2 helix observed in electronic systems.
We present a scheme for generating a synthetic magnetic field and spin-orbit coupling via Raman coupling in highly magnetic lanthanide atoms such as dysprosium. Employing these atoms offer several advantages for realizing strongly correlated states and exotic spinor phases. The large spin and narrow optical transitions of these atoms allow the generation of synthetic magnetic fields an order of magnitude larger than those in the alkalis, but with considerable reduction of the heating rate for equal Raman coupling. The effective hamiltonian of these systems differs from that of the alkalis' by an additional nematic coupling term, which leads to a phase transition in the dressed states as detuning varies. For high-spin condensates, spin-orbit coupling leads to a spatially periodic structure, which is described in Majorana representation by a set of points moving periodically on a unit sphere. We name this a "Majorana spinor helix" in analogy to the persistent spin- In the past few years, several groups have realized a synthetic magnetic field either in traps or in optical lattices [1] [2] [3] [4] , and spin-orbit (SO) coupling [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] with alkali atoms. These developments have highlighted intriguing physics in the ultracold atomic gas context. Vortices and the classical Hall effect have been observed with a Bose condensate exposed to a synthetic magnetic field [1, 2] . SO-coupling in a Bose gas can lead to superfluid phases with stripe order [12, 13] and a rich phase diagram [5, 13, 14] , as well as modify the effective interaction between dressed-state atoms [6] . In addition, SO-coupling also leads to a divergent spin susceptibility, and the magnetic transition it implies has recently been observed [8, 15] . Recently, SO-coupled Fermi gases are found to display interesting spin dynamics, topological transitions of Fermi surfaces, and spin-dependent band structure [9, 10] .
However, there are serious challenges with creating exotic quantum matter using the current scheme of generating synthetic gauge fields. The small fine-structure splitting of the excited level used in the Raman-coupling process for alkalis leads to significant heating through spontaneous emission [16] . While lowering the laser intensity will reduce heating, it will also reduce the strength of the synthetic gauge field, pushing the high-field regime of novel correlated physics beyond reach. As of now, the number of vortices generated by synthetic magnetic field is far below that generated by rotations [1] .
We suggest the use of lanthanide atoms such as Dy [17, 18] and Er [19] to overcome these challenges. The particular atomic structure of these atoms-narrow linewidth transitions, large ground-state orbital and spin angular momenta, and large fine-structure splittingoffer many advantages over the alkalis. As we explain later, the narrow-line transitions (2-kHz wide in Dy versus 6 MHz in Rb) and the L > 0 nature of the Dy ground and excited states provide a significant increase in Raman coupling without additional heating, or conversely, much less heating at a fixed Raman coupling. In addition, the larger spin value of Dy (F =J=8 and F =21/2 for bosonic and fermionic isotopes, respectively) versus Rb (F =1) enhances the magnitude of the Berry's phase-hence the strength of the synthetic magnetic field-making the quantum Hall regime much more accessible.
Another important difference between lanthanides and alkalis lies within the effective single particle hamiltonian. While alkalis' consist only of vector terms in spin space, lanthanides' possess sizable tensor terms that generate nematic order. By varying the relative strength between vector and tensor terms-achievable via Raman and Zeeman detuning-one can induce a discontinuous transition between spinor states in the (dressed) ground state, an effect that can easily be observed.
For a spin-1 Bose gas, SO-coupling can lead to a stripe phase which is a superposition of two spinor condensates with different momenta [5, 13, 14] . For large-spin atoms such as Dy, the ground state can be a superposition of several condensates with commensurate momenta, resulting in a spinor condensate periodic along the direction of SO-coupling. The symmetries of these states are conveniently described in Majorana representation as a set of 2F points on a unit sphere [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] , each tracing a different trajectory loop over a period in space -a structure we refer to as a Majorana spinor helix in analogy to the persistent spin-1 2 helix observed in condensed matter systems [27] . Changes in SO-coupling can also induce transitions between Majorana helices of different symmetry.
The effective hamiltonian of the Raman process: As in Refs. [1, 5, 16] , we consider two-photon Raman coupling between different magnetic sub-levels of a spin-f ground state. Coupling is via an excited state with spinf induced by an electric field E = E + E † in the presence arXiv:1303.6004v1 [cond-mat.quant-gas] 24 Mar 2013 of a magnetic field B alongẑ, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a) , where E = g σx e i(kσy−ωσt) + g πẑ e i(−kπy−ωπt) . The first term of E drives σ + and σ − transitions with respect to theẑ spin quantization axis, while the second term drives the π transition.
To derive the effective hamiltonian for the f -spins under the Raman coupling, we extend the calculation in Ref. [28] for purely σ ± light to the configuration at hand. Eliminating the excited states, we obtain (in the same notation as Ref. [28] 
where A = e i[(kσ+kπ)x+∆ωLt] , a † ±,0 are photon creation operators for modes ∓(x ± iŷ) andẑ respectively,F ± = ∓(F x ± iF y )/ √ 2,F x,y,z are spin-f operators,Î f is the identity matrix, and ∆ω L = ω π −ω σ . We have taken g π = g σ = g for simplicity. α
f f (i = 0, 1, 2) are polarization constants given in Ref. [28] corresponding to a rank-i (i = 0, 1, 2) Raman coupling in the ground state spin-f manifold through an intermediate excited spin-f state.
In deriving Eq. (1), we have used two conditions: (i) the detuning ∆ f,f , is much larger than the difference in Zeeman energy both among spin-f ground states and among spin-f excited states, and thus one can ignore the Zeeman-shift-induced m dependence in the detuning ∆ f f [29] ; and (ii) ∆ω L ω σ , ω π , and thus, one can set ω π,σ = ω, the mean value. Both conditions (i) and (ii) can be easily satisfied.
In addition, we assume (iii) that ∆ω L is close to the Zeeman energy ω z , i.e., ∆ω L ∼ ω z , or δ ≡ ∆ω L − ω z ω z . This condition, which is easily satisfied, allows us to simplifyĤ R(2) by ignoring the F term gains a phase factor e −2i∆ω L t , which then averages to zero.
Comparison between alkalis and open-shell lanthanides: For alkalis, the Raman transitions operate on the ground state 2 S 1/2 and excited states 2 P 3/2 and 2 P 1/2 possessing a fine-structure splitting ∆ FS . When the detuning is much larger than fine-structure splitting [28, 30] , where ∆ f f = ω − E PS and E PS is the energy difference between the P state and the S state without finestructure splitting. The reason is that the states 2 P 3/2 and 2 P 1/2 couple to the ground state 2 S 1/2 through α (1) with Clebsch-Gordon coefficients of opposite sign, and the f -sum inĤ R(1) in Eq. (1) is then of the form
In contrast, in lanthanides such as Dy, the fine-structure splitting of excited state is very large. For instance, the 741-nm Dy Raman transition couples to a single excited state 5 K 9 [31] , resulting in a more favorable scalinĝ H
Moreover,Ĥ R(2) will vanish for the alkalis once ∆ f f exceeds the hyperfine splitting. This is because the ground state is J = 1/2, which has no matrix element through the rank-2 operator α (2) back to the same manifold. The hyperfine interaction, however, turns the ground state of 87 Rb bosons into a spin F = 1 particle, leading toĤ
. In contrast, the ground state of Dy bosons and fermions have large orbital and spin angular momentum, and the matrix element α (2) is non-zero within the ground state manifold, even without a hyperfine interaction:Ĥ . Thus, for the same strength of Raman coupling, the ratio of two heating rates
can be several orders of magnitudes smaller than unity for practicable laser intensities.
The single particle hamiltonian for bosonic Dy. With the photon fields replaced by their mean values a ±,0 , Eq. (1) can be simplified to
where C is a constant that depends on f and f . For the 741-nm transition to the 5 K 9 state of a 164 Dy atom, we have f = f + 1. Using the expressions for α
(i = 1, 2) given in Ref. [28] and replacingâ ±,0 with their expectation value, we find Ω =
where β = (f + 1) and C = 1/(2f + 3). The term δF z arises from the detuning of the frequency difference ∆ω L with the Zeeman frequency ω z . Note, the tensor quadratic termF +Fz is absent in previous studies of alkali atoms [32] . To understand the physics ofĤ R , it is useful to apply a spin rotation along z to remove the phase factor in Eq. (2) [5, 13] . The single particle hamiltonian alongŷ is then
Abelian regime and synthetic magnetic field. The abelian regime corresponds to large Ω and δ, and a synthetic magnetic emerges when there is field gradient δ = Gx [1, 16] . In this regime, Eq. (2) at each point r = (x, y, z) has a unique minimum |ψ(r) in spin space separated from other excited states by an energy gap of order Ω. ProjectingĤ onto this lowest state, one obtains the hamiltonian resembling that of a charged particle in a magnetic field, where the magnetic field is given by ∇×A, with the Berry's phase connection A = −i Ψ(r)|∇|Ψ(r) [33] . A quick way to obtain the strength of the synthetic magnetic field near r = 0 is to calculate the spectrum of Eq. (4) in semi-classical limit, i.e., by calculating the spectrum for a given δ and expanding about its minimum (0, k min (δ), 0) along k y :
The minimum k min can be regarded as A y . The corresponding synthetic magnetic field is
It is important to note that in the abelian limit, the ground state ofĤ is controlled by two parameters Ω and δ, which drive the system towards the minima ofΛ and δF z , respectively. As δ increases, the ground state will change from one minimum to another. This can be seen in the minimum k min (δ) of the spectrum E(k y , δ), which undergoes a jump at δ c ∼ = −6.9 as shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b). The nature of the ground state is shown in Fig. 2(c) in Majorana representation. For δ < δ c , the system is ferromagnetic like, with all 2F = 16 Majorana points close to the north pole [see Fig. 2(c1) ]. (A complete collapse onto the north pole results in a full ferromagnet.) As δ exceeds δ c , the state gains more nematicity, as seen from the migration of Majorana points towards the south pole [see Fig. 2(c2) ]. (Maximum nematicity corresponds to equal distribution of Majorana points at both poles.) The dashed line in Fig. 2(b) shows the behavior of k min without the tensor term. In this case, there is no discreet jump in k min , which is similar to the case of 87 Rb [16] . In Fig. 2(d) we compare dk min /dδ (i.e., the B eff achieved for the same Zeeman field gradient) between Dy and Rb. With the tensor term excluded (dashed line), the maximum value of dk min /dδ achieved for Dy is larger than that for Rb case by a factor of ∼F = 8. This is because the larger spin structure enhances the maximum momentum transfer from 4k L in Rb to 4F k L in Dy. Including the tensor term (black solid line), the synthetic magnetic field dk min /dδ is greatly suppressed when δ < δ c , but is much enhanced for δ just above δ c . Operating in the latter range of δ will provide a very strong synthetic magnetic field.
SO-coupled regime and Majorana spinor helix: The single-particle dispersion exhibits multiple minima that are almost degenerate in the SO-coupled regime. This occurs for small δ and Ω. For Ω = 0, Eq. (4) exhibits 2F +1 degenerate minima with wavefunctions e im2kLy ϕ m where F z ϕ m = mϕ m . For small Ω, the 2F + 1 local minima remain, but their energies m are no longer degenerate and their wavefunctions are modified to (in leading order of Ω):
where κ m = Ω m + 1|Λ|m . In the presence of interactions, the ground state will be a linear combination these modified minima Φ = m ξ m ψ m . Expressing Φ in the original basis ϕ m , which are spin components measured in a Stern-Gerlach experiment, we have Φ = m η m ϕ m , where
The coefficients ξ m can be determined in a straightforward fashion by minimizing the energy E =
, where E int ({ξ m }) is the interaction energy of the form
and g 2j are j + 1 independent interaction parameters in different total spin channels [34] , and η m is related to ξ m via Eq. (7). The ground state is sensitive to variation of Ω since Raman coupling effectively changes the interaction between dressed states; in Fig. 3(b) we give an example of the change of symmetry of the ground state as a function of Ω [35] . Equation (7) shows that each spin component of the ground state Φ = m η m ϕ m is a periodic function in y with wavevector k L . Such variations can not be described by spin rotations. Rather, it corresponds to each of the 2F Majorana points tracing out different loops as the atoms travel over a period π/k L alongŷ, as shown in Fig. 3(c) . We name such a structure a "Majorana spinor helix," as opposed to a reshuffling of different Majorana points after a period, which would be (in the analog of superfluid 3 He) a Majorana "soliton." Concluding remarks: The outstanding challenge for experimental research employing a synthetic gauge field is the reduction of heating. Our discussion show that this problem can be solved by using atoms with large orbital and spin angular momentum such as Dy, which also has A one-parameter phase diagram in term of Ω/EL. δ is fixed at zero. For the purpose of illustration, we choose a set of parameters {g0, . . . , g16} = {6, 7, 7, 7, 7, 2, 0, 7, 7} as an example (other interaction parameters will result in spinors of differing symmetry, see Ref. [25] ; these parameters remain unmeasured for Dy). With this set of interaction parameters, the system is in an octahedron O h phase at zero Ω, and C3v(α), C3v(β) and C∞v phase for 0 < Ω/EL < 0.101, 0.101 < Ω/EL < 0. the advantage of considerably increasing the strength of the synthetic gauge field. Moreover, SO-coupled highspin bosons and fermions possess far richer classes of broken symmetry ground states than spin-1/2 fermions and spin-0 and spin-1 bosons. The realization of a strong synthetic gauge field and SO-coupling in these systems of large-spin atoms will constitute a major step toward exploring exotic correlated states of fundamental importance that are difficult, if not impossible, to realize in solids.
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